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Overview  

Over the course of 2021, The Washtenaw Regional Resource Management Authority (WRRMA) 
completed the Recycling Quality Improvement Program developed by The Recycling Partnership (TRP) 
and funded by the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy (EGLE). WRRMA is a 
solid waste authority formed by seven municipalities in Washtenaw County, Michigan. WRRMA’s 
members are the townships of Ann Arbor, Pittsfield, Scio, and Ypsilanti, in addition to the cities of 
Dexter, Saline, and Ypsilanti. Together WRRMA has a population of over 148,000 and over 39,000 
households. 

WRRMA implemented TRP’s Recycling Quality Improvement (RQI) Program aimed at reducing 
recycling contamination in single-family households. The Recycling Partnership has coordinated this 
program in over 80 locations across the United States and has seen contamination rates reduced by 40% 
as a direct result. The RQI Program is effective by combining cart tagging, which provides residents real-
time feedback on their recycling, with an educational campaign targeting recycling contamination.  

Over eight weeks, each curbside household recycling was checked four times by trained cart 
taggers. Tags were placed on carts when contamination was found (see the “tagging and logistics” 
section for more details). Additional education and outreach, including two mailed flyers to all 
households, provided multiple touchpoints with residents. An audit at the materials recovery facility 
(MRF) both before and after the program gathered the data used to determine effectiveness of the 
program.  

WRRMA launched an education and outreach campaign to alert residents of the program, what 
is and isn’t recyclable, and how to recycle select difficult-to-recycle materials. Outreach efforts included 
mailers, social media posts and advertisements, billboards, and multiple local press interviews. The RQI 
Program is part of a statewide effort throughout Michigan to increase recycling rates, decrease recycling 
costs, reduce worker safety hazards, and attract manufacturers using recycled products to see Michigan 
as a great place to do business. 

At the completion of the program, WRRMA’s contamination rate by weight was measured to 
have dropped from 19.5% to 11.3% - a 42% reduction. WRRMA identified specific contaminants for 
further outreach including plastic bags and bagged recyclables. Further outreach is recommended due 
to the continued measured presence of these plastics in the recycling stream, as evidenced by 82% of 
the “oops” tags given out were noted as plastic films and bagged recyclables, and because of the 
hazards and difficulties that arise at MRFs when films tangle in the processing machinery. This report 
details the program and its results for WRRMA as a whole and for each constituent member 
municipality.  
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Timeline  

2019 – WRRMA forms and approves its first short-term goal of increasing the quality of recyclables in 
member communities 

2020 – WRRMA applies for and wins the Recycling Quality Improvement Grant; implementation is 
moved to 2021 due to the Covid-19 Pandemic 

2021 –   

January-May 

o Coordinate with haulers, MRFs, municipalities and other stakeholders 
o Preparation and project design work 

June  
o Residents receive the Recycling Info Card mailer (see Appendix A) 
o Pre-program MRF audit (6/14/21-6/18/21) 
o Cart tagging begins on June 21st for the Cities of Dexter, Saline, Ypsilanti, and the 

townships of Ypsilanti, Scio and Ann Arbor Township 
July 
o Residents receive the top-issue mailer 
o Cart tagging begins July 19th for Pittsfield Township 

August 
o Cart tagging ends on August 13th 
o Post-program MRF audit (8/23/21-8/30/21).  

 

Reaching WRRMA’s Goals 

When WRRMA formed in 2019, the Board determined its first short-term goal to be to increase 
the quantity of high-quality recycling in its member communities. WRRMA’s 2020 approved Strategic 
Plan further notes this goal is to be completed through analyzing data, standardizing communications 
and media, and implementing a cohesive and comprehensive messaging campaign. The RQI Grant 
presented an opportunity for WRRMA to make strides towards this goal in a fully-funded, easily 
implementable package. Furthermore, WRRMA felt that the grant program would provide a means of 
introducing the newly formed authority to the community and becoming a recognizable and reliable 
local organization. The grant provided a unique opportunity for WRRMA to establish itself as a cohesive 
partnership, able to achieve more as a cohesive partnership of seven municipalities working together to 
achieve greater goals.  
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Project Budget and Grant Funding 

The amounts in the table below represent TRP’s intended distribution of grant funding to WRRMA and 
paid directly to various vendors as outline in the program’s Scope of Work prior to its start. Actual 
spending fluctuated from this agreement, largely in part because TRP was able to contract directly with 
Leadpoint and Iris Waste Diversion Specialists.  

Grant Element 

Recycling 
Partnership & EGLE 
Grant Funding Paid 
Directly to Grantee 

Recycling 
Partnership Grant 
Funds Paid 
Directly to Vendor 

 

 

 

Other Funding 

 

 

Total 

Staff for Tagging or 
Auditing ** $46,000  $3,000 $49,000 

Info Mailer Printing and 
Postage ** $20,000  $500 $20,500 

Signage (e.g. trucks, bus 
stops, buses, public 
spaces, drop off 
containers) 

$8,220  $2,000 $10,220 

Social Media 
Boosting/Website (If 
unsure, $5000 is a good 
budget) ** 

$5,000  $2,000 $7,000 

Oops tags printing ** $7,500   $7,500 

Top Issue Direct Mailer 
Printing and Postage ** $20,000   $20,000 

Rubicon tagging app 
(curbside programs 
only), $0.25/HH 

 $9,885  $9,885 

Online Digital 
Communication Platform 
(e.g. Recollect, Recycle 
Coach, Recycle by City, 
etc.), approx. $0.25/HH 

$2,000  $7,500 $9,500 

Drop off site security 
solutions (e.g. fencing, 
cameras, etc.) 

    

Other educational efforts    $3,500 $3,500 

Total  $108,720 $9,885 $18,500 $137,105 
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Education and Outreach 

 

Press and Pre-Program Outreach 

 TRP’s contracted partner Güd Marketing wrote and released a press release to announce 
WRRMA’s receipt of the grant on August 3rd, 2020 (see Appendix B). Güd Marketing released another 
press release just prior to the start of the program on April 19th, 2021. The press releases and other 
preliminary program outreach got the attention of local news outlets. News stories ran on the Detroit 
News, Concentrate Media, and Click on Detroit. Radio outlets also picked up the story, including Issues 
of the Environment on WEMU and the Lucy Ann Lance Show on WLBY. In addition, the Green Room, 
which runs on the local television station, Ann Arbor CTN, is expected to report on the results during the 
Fall of 2021. 

Before the start of the program, WRRMA conducted outreach through many avenues to reach 
residents. The “info card” with recyclable materials information and details about the upcoming cart 
tagging was mailed to 35,560 WRRMA single-family residences on June 11th. The materials were chosen 
from the list of accepted materials provided by the MRFs. Because one MRF (and the one municipality 
using this MRF) did not accept glass, glass was left on the card but highlighted and a note was added 
detailing where glass was not accepted curbside. The non-recyclable contaminants shown on the card 
were also determined with input from MRF operators. The recycling flyer on the info card served as 
guide for residents on what to recycle, and for many residents was likely one of the first times they 
heard from and about WRRMA.  

WRRMA wrote an article about the program and enclosed the info card for inclusion in local 
municipal newsletters before or shortly after the launch, depending on newsletter distribution dates. To 
keep information about the program consistent, WRRMA sent an overview and a Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ) document to member municipalities, recycling haulers, and other stakeholders. 
WRRMA requested municipalities and recycling haulers share the FAQ with customer service 
representatives who interact with the public. See Appendix A for a sample of this document. 

 

Website and ReCollect’s Waste Wizard  

In addition, information about the program, the info card graphic, and FAQ were added to 
WRRMA’s website at www.wrrma.org. Residents who were directed to the website, either through one 
of the mailers, a municipal newsletter, newspaper article, or a cart tag, could find more information 
about the program there. WRRMA’s website received 3,904 views over June, July, and August.  

WRRMA contracted with ReCollect to build a Waste Wizard recycling search engine, which was 
added to the WRRMA website as well as to the websites for Dexter, Pittsfield Township, and the City of 
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Ypsilanti. EGLE’s Recycling Raccoon webpage also added the recycling search on the local recycling rules 
pages under Washtenaw County. Residents had to enter their address to verify their status as a WRRMA 
resident, and then were able to use the search engine to search for materials to determine if they were 
recyclable. A non-recyclable item search returned options for disposal, recycling at an alternate location, 
or reuse through donation centers. Because of some differences between municipal recycling rules, the 
search also used the residents’ addresses to give them the correct information specific to their location.  

During the grant, the search engine logged 1,386 material views from 375 search sessions. These 
searches were completed by 294 unique visitors. Therefore, some residents returned multiple times to 
search for more items and the average user searched for 4-5 different materials. The most searched 
materials were plastic bags, followed by plastic bottle caps, clam shell containers, and plastic tubs and 
lids. For more ReCollect Waste Wizard search results, see Appendix A. The Waste Wizard did not provide 
an accurate way to track which municipalities were searching for different items. It provided data on 
“Top Communities” (Appendix A) made from an amalgamation of the number of addresses entered, 
items viewed, and items searched. The Top Communities chart was also skewed towards Pittsfield 
Township and Ypsilanti Township, as WRRMA staff building and checking the search were from these 
municipalities and used their own addresses to test the system. ReCollect was unable to remove staff 
searches for more accurate metrics.  

 

Social Media and Digital Advertising 

A Facebook page for WRRMA was published prior to the start of the program and populated 
with posts containing recycling tips, information about the program, and other content shared from 
EGLE’s Recycling Raccoons, the Michigan Recycling Coalition, and similar organizations. As of October 
2021, the Facebook page had 219 followers.  An advertisement was run on Facebook sharing the info 
card flyer. This reached 7,818 residents in WRRMA communities and generated 706 click throughs to 
WRRMA’s website. Another advertisement, a 37 second video about where and how to recycle plastic 
bags and film, reached 12,159 residents and generated 163 page likes. This video was created and 
released around the same time as the Top Issue Mailer (more information about this, below) with 
similar messaging to increase the reach of that targeted campaign. 

As the program had overlapping goals with Washtenaw County, the Water Resource’s 
Commissioner’s Office posted information about the program on Nextdoor for WRRMA. WRRMA 
attempted to start a Nextdoor page but was not granted permission for a government agency account. 
The Nextdoor post that was released on June 23rd made 3,136 impressions.  
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Hotline  

WRRMA set up a hotline to receive calls from residents with questions about recycling and the 
RQI Program. Staff were trained on common questions, program information, and recycling information. 
WRRMA had one hour of training for staff to learn about the RQI Program in addition to one hour of 
training with TRP to learn how to access and use the Recyclist database to locate the data and 
information from the cart tagging app, such as what was tagged at resident houses and how to view 
photos, if available. Hotline calls were recorded into a form with the reason for the call, the resident’s 
municipality, and the time required of the call. During the program, staff had a weekly check in to share 
information about the program and any difficult questions or helpful responses. Fewer than ten calls 
were elevated to the WRRMA Manager to talk with frustrated residents or residents with concerns. 
Most of these calls were regarding concerns about privacy. The call logging form also listed referral 
phone numbers for municipal and waste hauler customer service lines, for hotline staff to provide easier 
referrals. From June to August 2021, 233 calls were received and logged. From the self-reported time 
required per call on the tracking form, answering the hotline required over 15 hours of staff time, which 
does not include time spent checking or responding to voicemails. More data on the hotline calls can be 
found in Appendix C.  

 

Tags and Top Contaminant Outreach  

 TRP designers created the cart tags based on the contaminants chosen for the info card. On the 
back of the tags was TRP’s pre-designed information about not bagging recyclables and plastic film 
recycling. All of WRRMA’s municipal logos were added to the back of the tag. The tags can be seen in 
appendix A. 

Due to the prevalence of plastic bags and plastic film noted in the tagging process, the Top Issue 
Mailer was chosen to be plastic bags/plastic film. The mailer informed residents not to bag recycling and 
to bring plastic bags and film back to retail, and can be seen in Appendix A. It was mailed to 35,560 
WRRMA single family residences on July 21st. This served as a mid-program touchpoint with residents 
who received every other week service, and an early touchpoint for Pittsfield Township residents who 
had just started the program that week. The other communities with every week recycling service (the 
Cities of Dexter and Ypsilanti and Scio Township) did not receive this mailer until after their tagging was 
complete. Therefore, we would not expect this information to have altered their tagging data though 
any effects should still show up in the audit data.  Another article about plastic bag and plastic film 
recycling and the impact of tanglers at the MRF was set to municipal newsletters for dispersal around 
the same time. A short video about plastic bag and film recycling was created and posted as an ad on 
Facebook to residents within WRRMA municipalities.  

Furthermore, two billboards with an image similar to the top-issue mailer were contracted and 
displayed from September 13th through October 1st.  One was in Pittsfield Township on US 12 and the 
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other in Ypsilanti on Michigan Avenue. A third billboard will be up in Dexter on Baker Road from 
December 6th through January 2nd. An image of the billboard can be seen in Appendix A.   

 

MRF Audits 

Both audits before the cart tagging (pre-program audit) and after the cart tagging (post-program 
audit) took place at the GFL MRF in New Boston, MI. This site was chosen because six out of the seven 
WRRMA municipalities were already sending materials to this MRF and they had space available to use 
for the audit. The City of Ypsilanti sends their recycling to the Western Washtenaw Recycling Authority 
(WWRA) MRF in Chelsea, MI, but was able to redirect the number of trucks needed to complete the 
audit to the GFL MRF for this purpose on audit days.  

Both MRF audits were carried out by Iris Waste Diversion Specialists, and the data was logged 
into a software tracking program called WasteInsight. When a truck with recycling to be sampled 
arrived, it dumped its contents in front of the audit area. Iris staff used a random generator to 
determine what section of the contents to take materials from. They then removed about 100 pounds of 
material, sorted it into 34 different types of material, and weighed each of those 34 types. The 
remainder of the truck’s contents were pushed into the loading area by MRF staff for processing as 
usual. Because the sampling and contamination rates were calculated by weight, it should be noted that 
items with low weights (i.e. plastic bags and film) were represented as a smaller portion of the 
materials. By contrast, items with high weights (i.e. books and construction/demolition waste) tended to 
represent larger proportions of the materials.  

Contracted WRRMA Staff and one WRRMA Board member were able to view the audit sampling 
and sorting process at the pre-program audit on June 14th, 2021. On August 24th, 2021 multiple WRRMA 
Board members and a few municipal elected officials attended a MRF tour during the post-program 
audit.  
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Photos: (Above, left) - A Waste Management worker unloads a recycling load for sampling. (Above, 
right) – Iris staff sorting the recycling sample, with a variety of sorting bins in the background. 

 

Tagging Process and Logistics 

The cart tagging staff were contracted through Leadpoint. Because Canton, MI completed the 
program just prior to WRRMA, the tagging manager, Dan Gonzalez, and most of the tagging staff who 
had worked the Canton project continued to the WRRMA project. Cart taggers used the Recyclist app to 
track and log each household’s recycling information including: if the recycling was set out, if 
contamination was present, the type of contamination, and a picture if the tagger deemed it necessary 
or if the bin was rejected.  

The first-time contamination was found at a household, residents received a warning “oops” tag 
that noted the type of contamination and that further contamination would result in the recycling not 
being collected. Any subsequent contamination resulted in a rejection “oops” tag, with a red border 
indicating to recycling haulers to not collect the recycling. The tag also noted the bin would be collected 
at the next cycle if the contamination was removed. Tags were first affixed to recycling carts with elastic 
bands but replaced with long rubber bands (7” x 1/16”) looped around cart handles. The rubber bands 
didn’t break and were faster for the taggers to attach. In locations where recycling bins were used, like 
the City of Ypsilanti, tags were affixed to the sides of the bins with masking tape. 

Tagging occurred from June 21st to August 13th. All communities received four checks over the 
course of the tagging program. Each bi-weekly collection route in Ypsilanti Township, Saline, and Ann 
Arbor Township was checked on their collection date over the eight weeks of tagging. The weekly 
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collection routes in Dexter, Saline, and the City of Ypsilanti were checked over the first four weeks of 
tagging (6/21-7/16). Finally, Pittsfield Township’s weekly collection routes were checked over the last 
four weeks of tagging (7/19-8/13). 

 

Above: WRRMA-trained cart inspectors Laurena Deak (left) and Julie Cline examine recycling bins in an 
Ypsilanti Township neighborhood. Photo from Güd Marketing.  

 

Above: WRRMA-trained cart inspector Julie Cline (left) talks with Ypsilanti Township resident John 
Goodsell about the items in recycling bin. Photo from Güd Marketing. 
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Contamination Data and Analysis 

Overall, WRRMA’s measured contamination rate decreased 42% from the pre-program audit 
(19.49%) to the post-program audit (11.34%). WRRMA’s recyclable material value at $167.18/ton from 
the pre-program audit. By the post-program audit, due to the reduction in contamination, the value was 
calculated higher at $189.63/ton, a 13.4% increase. Calculations were made based on the recyclable 
materials market index provided by recyclingmarkets.net. The calculations were used with the same 
market rate for material values, so that the variability of market rates wouldn’t influence the change. 

There was some variability between municipalities, in some locations the variability can be 
attributed to the low sampling rate. Six of the seven municipalities also measured a decrease in 
contamination rates. One less sample was taken during the second audit, indicated in the table below. 

Table 1: Pre-program and post-program audit results and the number of samples per municipality. 

Municipality Pre-Program Audit Post-Program Audit # of samples per audit 

All of WRRMA 19.49% 11.34% 23 (pre); 22 (post) 

Ann Arbor Township 23.71% 11.45% 2 

City of Dexter 8.15% 6.76% 1 

City of Saline 7.29% 19.16% 1 

City of Ypsilanti 9.33% 6.40% 4 

Pittsfield Township 22.48% 19.10% 7 (pre); 6 (post) 

Scio Township 27.35% 9.68% 3 

Ypsilanti Township 21.72% 6.28% 5 
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Figure 1: Contamination rates for all of WRRMA and each municipality measured during the pre-
program audit and the post-program audit. 

Detailed breakdowns of the audit data for WRRMA as a whole and by municipality can be found 
in Appendix C. Municipalities varied in the number of samples taken for the audit based on the tonnage 
data available for each municipality. Municipalities with the lowest tonnage only had one sample for 
each audit, whereas the highest tonnage municipality had seven samples per audit. Municipalities with 
fewer samples had more highly variable data due to the random luck of the sampling procedure. 

The City of Saline was an outlier as the only municipality to increase in contamination, likely due 
to its single sample. Because Saline only had one sample for each audit, it may have shown a decrease 
had more samples been taken. The pre-program audit measured the lowest contamination rate of the 
seven municipalities, while their post-program audit measured the highest contamination rate. Saline’s 
post-program audit contained 4.04% bagged recycling and 3.87% e-waste, in addition to 1.87% plastic 
film and flexibles. Had more samples for Saline been taken, this unusually contaminated sample may not 
have made as much of an impact on the data. 

Dexter also had one sample taken during each audit and recorded a low contamination rate 
during the pre-program audit and a slight contamination decrease at the post-program audit. Although 
this is the anticipated result, only one sample was taken, and it is possible more samples would have 
shown a different result. The pre-program sample had an unusually large amount of glass (20.6%), 
versus the post-program sample (1.95%), further highlighting the variability inherent in relying on one 
sample. 

 The City of Ypsilanti had four samples taken during each audit, providing more substance to its 
measured contamination rates. The contamination rate started low, at 9.3%, but was still able to 
decrease further to 6.4%. The City of Ypsilanti self-hauls their recycling, and occasionally applies a tag to 
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carts on their own accord when contamination is found, which may have resulted in the low 
contamination at the start of the program. Even so, the decrease in contamination as a direct result 
shows the capacity for the RQI Program to reduce contamination even in low-contamination areas.  

 Ypsilanti Township and Scio Township had the most significant decreases in contamination rates 
from 21.7% to 6.3% and 27.3% to 9.7%, respectively. Both townships had a large decrease in bagged 
recyclables and non-recyclable or unacceptable paper. Non-recyclable paper includes items waxed 
cardboard, dirty pizza boxes, shredded paper, paper plates, and hardcover books. 

 Pittsfield Township had a small decrease in contamination, from 22.5% to 19.1%. This data is 
from 7 pre-program audit samples and 6 post-program audit samples. Although Pittsfield Township 
previously accepted plastic bags in curbside recycling according to outdated recycling flyers and Republic 
Service’s records, plastic bags were a low percentage of the audit data at 0.51% to 0.16%. Since the 
audit data was measured by weight, lightweight items like plastic films ranked lower than other 
categories. The highest contaminants in Pittsfield Township’s post-program audit were non-recyclable or 
unacceptable paper (8.32%), bagged recycling (2.18%), and bagged waste (1.48%). Outreach on these 
contaminants directed towards Pittsfield residents may assist in bringing the contamination rate down 
further. 

 Other notable changes in WRRMA’s overall material composition between the audits include 
bagged recyclables (3.4% to 1.1%), construction and demolition waste (2.1% to 0.5%), non-recyclable or 
unacceptable paper (6% to 4.4%), and plastic bags/film (0.4% to 0.2%). The category “other plastic 
film/flexibles” increased from 0.6% to 0.9%. Bagged recyclables, non-recyclable or unacceptable paper, 
and other plastic film/flexibles are the highest contaminants after the post-program audit. 
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Figure 2: Contamination rates of WRRMA cart tags by contaminant material as measured by the amount 
of cart tags given for each material. 

The chart above shows the total amount of tags given out by type of contaminant they were 
given for, including both warning and rejection tags. Some tags were given for multiple types of 
contaminants at a single curbside container, these tags are counted in each contaminated category they 
were tagged. Plastic bags and plastic wrap contaminants were found in over twice the amount of 
recycling carts than any other contaminant, totaling 57% of tags. An additional 25% of tags were given 
out for bagged recycling. Together, plastic bags/wrap and bagged recycling accounted for 82% of the 
“oops” tags given out over the course of the program.  

 

 

Figure 3: Contaminant tags given on each pass through a community for WRRMA overall. 

 Each pass represents a completed check throughout a community, with pass one as the first 
check and so on. Because the cart taggers checked each recycling cart four times over the course of the 
tagging program, the amount of contaminants reducing over each subsequent cart check shows the 
impact of the cart tags and the personalized and immediate feedback they delivered. All contaminants 
seemed to decrease proportionally over the course of the checks. Plastic bags and plastic wrap 
continued to be the largest cause of contamination during each pass. The contaminants in figures two 
and three were not a unique field, so an individual household could have been tagged once and for 
multiple items, such as plastic films, tanglers, and bagged recyclables, if they were present. The figure 
above should be used to show the relative decrease of contaminants, not the number of tags given.  
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Figure 4a: Recycling set out rates over the course of the four cart-tagging passes for WRRMA overall.  

 

Figure 4b: Recycling set out rates over the course of the four cart tagging passes by municipality 

 WRRMA anticipated recycling set out rates to stay the same or increase slightly over the course 
of the cart tagging period based upon prior program outcomes from The Recycling Partnership and 
discussions with Kent County, MI. Kent County reported an increase in recycling set outs from 50% to 
70% when they completed the program in 2020., which was to residents feeling more confident in their 
recycling and having a better understanding of what to recycle and recycling more as a result.  

 By contrast, WRRMA’s recycling set out fell by about 5%. One issue that caused an outlier in 
pass two was one Ann Arbor Township’s two recycling routes had a conflict with the Fourth of July 
holiday that moved resident’s recycling date. Many residents did not know about the change or when 
the recycling would be collected, so the set-out rate greatly decreased for that route on that pass. 
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Figure 5: Contamination portraits for WRRMA overall. 

  

The contamination portraits are calculated from carts that were observed on all the four passes 
by cart taggers. Most of the carts observed by the taggers were “model recyclers” or did not have any 
contamination over all of times the cart was checked. The Receptive Recycler and Reluctant Recycler 
categories may be undercounted as these recyclers may be less likely to have a cart out for each 
collection day. Furthermore, a higher rejection rate could result in a higher set-out rate, as that cart 
would not have been collected and continued to be filled until the next collection date.  
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Figure 6: Set Out Portraits 

Notably, the majority of WRRMA residents set out their recycling container the majority of the time. 
However, approximately 15,000 residents set out their container less than half the time or not at all.  
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Table 2: Percentage of tags per municipality by type of contamination 

 Bagged 
Recyclables 

Food / 
Liquid 

Hazardous 
Waste 

Plastic Bags 
/ Plastic 
Wrap 

Tanglers / 
Cords / 
Hoses 

Trash 

Ann Arbor 
Township 

27% 3% 3% 56% 12% 0% 

Dexter 31% 2% 1% 61% 3% 1% 

Saline 27% 2% 1% 57% 7% 7% 

City of 
Ypsilanti 

24% 4% 0% 55% 8% 9% 

Pittsfield 
Township 

28% 2% 0% 54% 11% 5% 

Scio 
Township 

26% 2% 0% 52% 19% 1% 

Ypsilanti 
Township 

19% 2% 0% 63% 10% 5% 

As shown in the table above, the tagging rate for different contaminants by municipality was 
relatively consistent across WRRMA members. Ypsilanti Township had a lower rate of tagging for bagged 
recyclables than the rest of the municipalities, while Scio Township had a higher rate of tagging for 
tanglers, and the Cities of Ypsilanti and Saline had a slightly higher rate of tagging for trash. However, 
none of these differences between municipal tagging rates is significant enough to warrant additional 
targeted outreach. A higher tagging rate for a specific material also means that more people in that area 
already received that targeted outreach through the personalized feedback of the tag.  

Furthermore, the audit data highlights different information than the tagging data. For instance, 
Ypsilanti Township and Pittsfield Township had 4.5% and 4.9% of tags, respectively, given for bagged 
recycling, yet the pre-program audit showed bagged recycling made up 19% and 28% of their respective 
materials by weight. The contrast between the data points are more apparent for plastic bags and 
plastic wrap. For each municipality, over half of the tags were for plastic bags and plastic wrap, yet it 
only accounted for slightly over 1% of WRRMA’s overall audit samples (both pre- and post- program) by 
weight. These items cause significant problems at the MRF, and should therefore receive more outreach 
than the audit samples would suggest. Utilizing a combination of the audit data, tagging data, as well as 
personal accounts of MRF staff and recycling employees, paints a more complete picture of recycling 
contamination and what materials WRRMA can continue to target to reduce contamination.  
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Gaps in the Program 

 While the program was successful in reaching its goal of reducing contamination, there were 
limitations to the program that meant not all residents received the same level of information from 
WRRMA. Primarily, the curbside cart tags rely on feedback reaching the household that filled the carts 
themselves, and as such can’t be applied as easily in multi-family housing settings. Washtenaw County 
has a large amount of multi-family housing and transient populations due to two large universities and 
two large hospitals attracting students, learners, and temporary staff. In addition, multi-family housing is 
not serviced by municipal recycling contracts and must contract their own recycling hauler, so these 
residents may have different recycling guidelines to follow.  

Residents in multi-family dwellings would have been reached with the assorted outreach 
initiatives other than tagging, such as the location-targeted Facebook advertising, radio news and local 
newsletters, and the local billboards. Even so, residents in this population represent a large proportion 
of WRRMA residents and WRRMA should strive to include and target these residents in future outreach.  

Furthermore, there were other segments of the population that received information in the 
form of both mailers, but did not personalized feedback through cart tags. These are residents that 
either had no contamination at any of the cart checks and residents that did not put recycling out at all. 
These residents represent opposite ends of the recycling spectrum: model recyclers and non-recyclers.   

Recommendations 

Bagged recycling and plastic bags/plastic film accounted for 82% of cart tags and are two of the 
top three measured contaminants in WRRMA’s overall waste audit data. In addition, the problems these 
items cause at MRFs warrant further outreach and education. WRRMA should continue to focus efforts 
on these items to reduce contamination and MRF hazards. Reducing plastic bags and film in curbside 
recycling would allow MRFs to run for additional time without having to stop operations to remove 
these tanglers and reduce the safety risks for the workers who accomplish this.  

 In addition, because WRRMA’s set goal was to increase the quantity of quality recycling, 
additional targeted outreach should focus on encouraging those households that didn’t set out their 
recycling during the grant period. Additionally, WRRMA may investigate further into what barriers might 
exist for the households that don’t recycle. Do these households have recycling containers, know the 
recycling schedule, or know what to recycle? More research into these items and assistance from local 
community leaders may be able to provide insight into the low set-out rates.  

 WRRMA should work with willing haulers and municipalities to continue to use leftover tags. 
When paired with data that makes up the contamination portraits, efforts to reduce contamination can 
be strategic and efficient. 

 For the most part, this data was analyzed by looking at the overall data of WRRMA as a whole. 
More time should be spent analyzing member municipality data to draw conclusions specific to the 
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municipalities. Using route data, it can even be learned if different routes or communities in each 
municipality have any particular issues with contamination or set out rates, then outreach can be more 
specifically targeted.  

 As mentioned above, WRRMA should strive to continue reaching populations not reached by 
this program. Multi-family residents, though not serviced by municipal contracts, play important roles in 
our communities and continue to recycle not just at home but at other locations as well. Educating all 
residents in a community will go a long way to making a difference in our local recycling systems. In 
addition, the “model recyclers” that did not have contaminants over four checks have capacity for 
spreading recycling information through their communities, and should not be overlooked. Something 
that celebrates their accomplishment may give them the confidence to be a local recycling champion. 

 The RQI program resulted in the value of a ton of recyclable materials increasing by over $22 per 
ton by reducing recycling contamination. This value doesn’t include additional savings such as the 
reduced amount of time spent by MRF laborers having less contamination to sort, the downtime at the 
MRF to remove plastic films, or the wear and tear on MRF equipment. A return on investment 
calculation based on all these savings would better illustrate the value of WRRMA’s efforts and to the 
communities in dollars per ton. The result could be used to determine if WRRMA should fund a future 
RQI program or other anti-contamination projects and to make recommendations for how WRRMA can 
capture some of the increased recycling value for their communities rather than passing it directly to 
recycling haulers and processers.  

 Finally, the data and insights contained in this report are a preliminary analysis. Further and 
deeper analysis can be done with the data on a household, community, and municipal level, in addition 
to the other data gained through the RQI grant. This will continue providing further insights into 
WRRMA’s local recycling behaviors and how to effectively reach the goal of an increased quantity of 
high-quality recycling most effectively.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Outreach Media 

“Oops” Tags 
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Mailers  

 Info Card Mailer 
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Top Issue Mailer 
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Billboards  

The WRRMA billboard in Pittsfield Township. 
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Facebook Advertisements and Reach 

 

Recycling Info Card Ad Preview (mobile)  Plastic Bag Video Ad Preview (mobile) 
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FAQ Examples from Website: 
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Waste Wizard 

Waste Wizard Search 
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Search results example of specialty drop-off item: 
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Search results example of 
non-recyclable item: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Items ranked by number of 
search views:  
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Waste Wizard Search Usage by Website 

 

Top Waste Wizard Communities* 

 

*Note: the two staff members working on this project the most used Pittsfield Township and Ypsilanti 
Township address to check changes made to the system, which is why those are very overcounted. 
Please see text addressing what this data means. 
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Municipal/Hauler/MRF FAQ 

This is an overview of the Recycling Quality Improvement Program. 
Residents of WRRMA communities in single-family homes will receive 
information on the program and tags on their recycling carts/bins 
starting in mid to late June and ending in August 2021. You may 

receive calls about missed recycling pick-ups during the grant period. Please refer these and 
other concerns to the hotline below.  

Quick Links/Information 

• WRRMA is the Washtenaw Regional Resource Management Authority 
• Hotline: (734) 222-3920 
• Website: www.wrrma.org 
• Email: recyclewrrma@gmail.com 
• Presentation about the program (video) 

WRRMA Municipalities  

• Ann Arbor Township 
• Scio Township 
• Pittsfield Township 

• Ypsilanti Township 
• City of Dexter 
• City of Saline  
• City of Ypsilanti

Program Overview 

This is part of a statewide effort throughout Michigan to increase our recycling rate, decrease the costs 
of recycling, reduce worker safety hazards, and attract manufacturers using recycled products to see 
Michigan as a great place to do business. 

The Recycling Quality Improvement educational campaign kicks off with a postcard of recycling information 
mailed to residents in single-family homes that tells them what to recycle and what not to recycle, and gives a 
short overview of the program.  

Then, our “recycling detectives” will quickly glance at each single-family home’s cart on four curbside 
recycling days. Most communities will start seeing cart taggers in mid- to late-June, except for Pittsfield 
Township, which will start in mid-July. These trained staff will provide individualized feedback based on 
what they see because recycling that is clean and has low contamination is more valuable. Contaminants 
can spoil other materials in the recycling truck or cause fires and other issues in processing centers. 
Items like hoses and plastic bags tangle in machinery, causing safety hazards. Cleaner recycling will help 
ensure the materials you recycle are ultimately recycled. 

During these quick checks, if something in the recycling cart or bin does not belong there, our detectives 
will leave an orange “oops” tag will behind with clear feedback on how to fix it. If it happens again, the 
recycling cart will not be collected. Another tag, this time red, will again note what needs to be removed 

http://www.wrrma.org/
mailto:recyclewrrma@gmail.com
https://www.washtenaw.org/DocumentCenter/View/20941/Theo-WRRMA-Presentation
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from for it to be picked up on the next collection date. A hotline number is listed on each tag to answer 
questions and address concerns during this program: (734) 222-3920. When a tag is left at a residence, a 
picture is also taken of the cart. WRRMA staff will be able to access these pictures to assist residents. 

Michigan is investing in both local recycling systems and manufacturers who use recycled materials. This 
program is funded by a grant from the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy and The 
Recycling Partnership. The Recycling Partnership has coordinated this program in over 80 other locations 
across the United States and has seen contamination rates reduced by up to 40%. 

Measurement of contamination rates after the campaign will assess its effectiveness, stay tuned for 
further information.  

 

Program Timeline 

• Week of June 11 – Residents will start receiving postcards in the mail of the recycling flyer that 
introduces the program. 

• June 11 – 18: Audit at Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) of total community recycling. The goal of this 
audit is to set a baseline level of recycling contamination. 

• June 21 – August 13: Cart-to-cart review of recyclable materials and tagging. If contamination is found 
on a cursory review of the materials in the recycling cart, then that cart will be tagged with a note that 
there is an issue. Second and subsequent tags on the same cart will result in that cart not being picked-
up that week. Each single-family home will receive four checks total. 

• Post August 13: Final audit of total recyclable materials at the MRF to determine the level of change in 
contamination. 
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Appendix B: News and Press  

New Washtenaw County waste authority wins $125,000 grant – Click on Detroit, 8/6/2020 

‘Recycling Detectives’ to visit Washtenaw County neighborhoods this summer – Click on Detroit, 
6/18/2021 

Lucy Ann Lance Show Interview – WLBY 1290, 6/21/21 

Issues of the Environment: Audit of recycling in parts of Washtenaw County now underway – WEMU, 
6/30/2021 

New campaign aims to reduce non-recyclables in Washtenaw County’s recycling bins – Concentrate, 
6/30/2021 

Feet on the Street program positively reinforces proper recycling in Washtenaw – Detroit Free Press, 
8/2/2021 

 

WRRMA Pre-Program Municipal Newsletter 

The following newsletter was sent to WRRMA municipalities in May/June for publication into 
their next upcoming newsletter or however they best reach residents (including email news or website 
blog). Slight variations were created for some municipalities – the “cart detectives” language was 
switched out in Scio Township for “cart taggers”, and Saline’s newsletter was published due to timing 
after the program already started, so tense and some information was changed to reflect that. The 
attached picture sent with the newsletter was front of the Recycling Info Card. 

Personalized Recycling Help is on the Way! 

Trained staff will be at your recycling bin soon with individualized feedback to improve your recycling. 
The Recycling Quality Improvement educational campaign kicks off with a measurement of overall recycling 
contamination rates in your community and the six neighboring communities that comprise the Washtenaw 
Regional Resource Management Authority (WRRMA). Then, our “recycling detectives” will quickly glance 
at each single-family home’s cart on four curbside recycling days within WRRMA’s communities, starting 
in mid-June.  

Recycling that is clean and has low contamination is more valuable to manufacturers. Contaminants can 
spoil other materials in the recycling truck or cause fires and other issues in processing centers. Items 
like hoses and plastic bags tangle in machinery, causing safety hazards. Cleaner recycling helps to ensure 
the materials you recycle are recycled. 

https://www.clickondetroit.com/all-about-ann-arbor/2020/08/06/new-washtenaw-county-solid-waste-authority-wins-125000-grant/#:%7E:text=ANN%20ARBOR%2C%20Mich.,%2C%20Great%20Lakes%2C%20and%20Environment.
https://www.clickondetroit.com/all-about-ann-arbor/2021/06/18/recycling-detectives-to-visit-washtenaw-county-neighborhoods-this-summer/#//
https://www.lucyannlance.com/audio/062121/eggermont.mp3?fbclid=IwAR3xfU84uwjWHUE_K-H2irAKUlv9t3HFnuDCMNEK5YqPc0H6G2u5BBhcCQE
https://www.wemu.org/post/issues-environment-audit-recycling-parts-washtenaw-county-now-underway?fbclid=IwAR1etHJN_PhxsgDhqdMup7H5cNlBEh1BlliBse_njatz7m6J-dif4Rh_JOA#stream/0
https://www.secondwavemedia.com/concentrate/innovationnews/feetonthestreet0598.aspx
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/sponsor-story/egle/2021/08/02/feet-street-program-positively-reinforces-proper-recycling-washtenaw/5402410001/
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During these quick checks, if something in your recycling cart does not belong there, our detectives will 
leave an orange “oops” tag will behind with feedback on how to improve your recycling. If it happens 
again, your recycling cart will not be collected. Another tag, this time red, will tell you what 
contamination needs to be removed from your recycling for it to be picked up on the next collection 
date. A hotline number is listed on each tag to answer questions and address concerns during this 
program: (734) 222-3920. 

Michigan is investing in both local recycling systems and manufacturers who use recycled materials. This 
program is funded by a grant from the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy and The 
Recycling Partnership. It aims to clarify what is recyclable, provide manufacturers with cleaner material to make 
new products, decrease the cost of recycling, and reduce worker safety hazards. The Recycling Partnership has 
coordinated this program in over 80 other locations across the United States and has seen 
contamination rates reduced by 40%. 

Measurement of contamination rates after the campaign will assess its effectiveness, stay tuned for 
further information. Thank you for going on this educational journey with us! For more information 
about the program, what can be recycled curbside, or alternate locations for hard-to-recycle materials, 
visit WRRMA’s website at www.wrrma.org.  

 

WRRMA Plastic Bag/Film Recycling Newsletter 

The following newsletter was sent to municipalities for publication after the Top Issue Mailer was 
mailed.  

Plastic Bag & Film Recycling 

By Rena McRoy, Intern 

You may have seen the recycling detectives walking through your neighborhood recently, 
helping WRRMA (the Washtenaw Regional Resource Management Authority) learn what questions 
residents still have about recycling. The detectives identified a major source of confusion – plastic bag 
and plastic films. Plastic films are items like air pillows, product wrappings from water bottles and paper 
towels, bubble wrap, and produce bags. Of the recycling carts the recycling detectives found 
contamination (items that are not recyclable) in, 89% of them had plastic bags or plastic film!    

Plastic bags and plastic film are recyclable, but not in your curbside cart. Plastic bags and plastic 
film tangle in the machines at the recycling sorting facilities, which slows operations down and creates a 
safety risk for workers as they stop the processing lines to cut the tangled bags and film out of the 
machine. One facility recently told us that for each working shift they need to shut down processing for 
two hours and use six workers just to clean out the tanglers! This is one of the many reasons cleaner 
recycling helps ensure the materials you work hard to recycle are ultimately able to be recycled. 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.wrrma.org%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cgarramonei%40washtenaw.org%7C5e57a48c55b84379da6d08d90fef1f49%7C940f79927c85414e8cb10632dd3a5282%7C0%7C0%7C637558341967947900%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=%2B9TbyqmyBgeU9IikoWfX1WAvjUJgWj5VBWFiulDBArA%3D&reserved=0
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The best option to combat the problems presented by plastic films is to avoid them where you 
can, which is a difficult task since they are seemingly everywhere. You can reduce plastic films by 
choosing reusable substitutes over single-use plastics when possible or saving and reusing items like 
plastic grocery bags to get the most out of the material. Even after reducing and reusing, you may still 
have plastic bags or plastic film you need to dispose of – do it responsibly by recycling them at drop-off 
locations. 

Plastic bags and plastic film can be recycled at various drop-off bins around your community. 
Many grocery stores and some large retailers, such as Meijer, Kroger, Target, and Wal-Mart, maintain 
plastic bag and plastic film recycling bins in their front entryway. PlasticFilmRecycling.org has an online 
directory for finding nearby drop-off locations like these, as well as educational resources to learn more. 
The Washtenaw Regional Resource Management Authority has a Waste Wizard recycling search at 
WRRMA.org that shows your local drop-off stations and Recycle Ann Arbor also runs a network of drop-
off bins throughout the county as part of their Plastic Pollution Solution program. 

Even after you’ve reduced and reused your plastic bag and plastic film as much as possible, 
you’ll probably still have some remaining. It’s important that you then make the effort to dispose of it 
responsibly. When they are recycled properly – they can be repurposed into useful items like composite 
lumber instead of ending up in a landfill, polluting the environment, or causing problems at recycling 
facilities.  
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Appendix C: Additional Data and Information 

 

Haulers, MRFS, and Collection Schedules 

 

Municipality Collection Frequency Hauler MRF 

Ann Arbor Township Bi-Weekly Republic Services GFL New Boston 

Scio Township Weekly GFL  GFL New Boston 

Pittsfield Township Weekly Republic Services GFL New Boston 

Ypsilanti Township Bi-Weekly Waste Management GFL New Boston 

Dexter Weekly Waste Management GFL New Boston 

Saline Bi-Weekly Waste Management GFL New Boston 

City of Ypsilanti Weekly City of Ypsilanti WWRA (Western 
Washtenaw Recycling 
Authority) 

 

WRRMA’s Overall Cart Tagging Data  
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WRRMA Overall Audit Data  

Audit 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 
Number of Samples 23 22 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 3172.62 3243.97 
Target Material Rate 80.51% 88.66% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 19.49% 11.34% 

 

Code Material Description (Targeted/Contaminant) Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 31.10% 38.90% 

2 Mixed Paper 28.00% 25.12% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.49% 0.60% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 6.06% 4.37% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.55% 4.13% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.63% 1.33% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 0.98% 1.26% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.49% 1.33% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.18% 0.11% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.33% 0.99% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.24% 0.22% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 1.28% 3.44% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.42% 0.20% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.61% 0.93% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.33% 0.24% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.82% 1.00% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.04% 0.02% 

18 Steel Cans 1.45% 1.36% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.98% 0.48% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 7.92% 8.85% 

21 Batteries 0.01% 0.03% 

22 Sharps 0.02% 0.03% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.07% 0.03% 

24 Food waste 0.37% 0.22% 

25 Yard waste 0.03% 0.05% 
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26 E-waste and small appliances 0.64% 0.55% 

27 C&D waste 2.06% 0.46% 

28 Textiles and shoes 1.05% 0.31% 

29 PPE 0.02% 0.00% 

30 Tanglers 0.48% 0.36% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.21% 0.26% 

32 Other contaminants 1.49% 1.24% 

33 Bagged waste 1.23% 0.47% 

34 Bagged recyclables 3.40% 1.09% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Ann Arbor Township Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 2 2 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 271.6 292.98 

Target Material Rate 76.29% 88.55% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 23.71% 11.45% 

 

  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 21.82% 41.36% 

2 Mixed Paper 26.96% 23.77% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.73% 0.68% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 4.98% 3.07% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.50% 2.38% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 3.01% 1.15% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 0.72% 1.09% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.47% 1.03% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.22% 0.07% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.45% 0.82% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.29% 0.14% 
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12 Bulky rigid plastics 0.97% 3.07% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.44% 0.04% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.22% 0.74% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.51% 0.14% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.95% 1.03% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.08% 0.01% 

18 Steel Cans 0.73% 0.97% 

19 Unacceptable metals 4.67% 0.21% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 13.38% 10.99% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.20% 

22 Sharps 0.07% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.30% 0.07% 

24 Food waste 0.08% 0.21% 

25 Yard waste 0.07% 0.07% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.00% 0.00% 

27 C&D waste 7.85% 0.33% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.38% 0.07% 

29 PPE 0.08% 0.01% 

30 Tanglers 0.07% 0.00% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.00% 0.00% 

32 Other contaminants 1.91% 6.30% 

33 Bagged waste 2.09% 0.00% 

34 Bagged recyclables 0.00% 0.00% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Dexter Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 1 1 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 130.12 143.61 

Target Material Rate 91.85% 93.24% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 8.15% 6.76% 
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  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 26.98% 59.12% 

2 Mixed Paper 31.97% 21.03% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.61% 0.28% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 3.84% 2.23% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.84% 3.34% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.38% 0.97% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 0.31% 2.79% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.84% 0.84% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.01% 0.00% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 0.92% 0.97% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.01% 0.14% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 1.23% 0.70% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.15% 0.21% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.31% 1.25% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.15% 0.14% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.46% 0.42% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.15% 0.00% 

18 Steel Cans 1.54% 0.70% 

19 Unacceptable metals 1.84% 0.00% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 20.60% 1.95% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.00% 

22 Sharps 0.00% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.00% 0.00% 

24 Food waste 0.00% 0.00% 

25 Yard waste 0.00% 0.42% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.00% 0.00% 

27 C&D waste 0.00% 0.00% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.15% 0.01% 

29 PPE 0.00% 0.00% 

30 Tanglers 0.00% 0.28% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.00% 0.00% 

32 Other contaminants 1.69% 0.14% 

33 Bagged waste 0.00% 0.00% 
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34 Bagged recyclables 0.00% 2.09% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Saline Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 1 1 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 129.11 149.93 

Target Material Rate 92.71% 80.84% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 7.29% 19.16% 

 

  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 38.34% 42.55% 

2 Mixed Paper 34.23% 17.07% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.31% 1.07% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 2.01% 4.00% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 2.63% 4.80% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 2.17% 1.20% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 1.08% 0.67% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 0.00% 2.40% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.00% 0.00% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 2.17% 0.53% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.31% 0.80% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 1.55% 0.27% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.15% 1.53% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.31% 1.87% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.46% 0.27% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.77% 0.67% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.00% 0.01% 

18 Steel Cans 2.48% 1.73% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.15% 0.00% 
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20 Glass Bottles and Jars 6.66% 7.07% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.00% 

22 Sharps 0.00% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.00% 0.00% 

24 Food waste 0.00% 0.93% 

25 Yard waste 0.01% 0.01% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.00% 3.74% 

27 C&D waste 0.00% 0.00% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.00% 0.00% 

29 PPE 0.00% 0.01% 

30 Tanglers 0.46% 0.00% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.00% 1.60% 

32 Other contaminants 2.94% 0.80% 

33 Bagged waste 0.46% 0.00% 

34 Bagged recyclables 0.31% 4.40% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

City of Ypsilanti Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 4 4 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 549.17 614.66 

Target Material Rate 90.67% 93.60% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 9.33% 6.40% 

 

  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 37.54% 49.99% 

2 Mixed Paper 38.21% 28.96% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.58% 0.32% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 4.20% 3.86% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.59% 3.18% 
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6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.67% 1.30% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 1.06% 1.02% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.97% 0.91% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.15% 0.04% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.25% 0.93% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.40% 0.23% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 0.21% 1.91% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.36% 0.03% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.15% 0.26% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.33% 0.20% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.99% 1.21% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.00% 0.01% 

18 Steel Cans 2.09% 1.51% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.15% 0.79% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 0.96% 2.10% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.00% 

22 Sharps 0.00% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.00% 0.03% 

24 Food waste 0.12% 0.07% 

25 Yard waste 0.00% 0.00% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.00% 0.07% 

27 C&D waste 0.18% 0.42% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.67% 0.00% 

29 PPE 0.00% 0.00% 

30 Tanglers 0.26% 0.00% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.00% 0.00% 

32 Other contaminants 0.55% 0.30% 

33 Bagged waste 2.05% 0.35% 

34 Bagged recyclables 0.33% 0.00% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Pittsfield Township Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 
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Number of Samples 7 6 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 963.71 889.51 

Target Material Rate 77.52% 80.90% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 22.48% 19.10% 

 

  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 38.36% 33.35% 

2 Mixed Paper 19.93% 22.88% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.35% 0.56% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 3.38% 8.32% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.00% 2.99% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.53% 1.35% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 0.58% 0.52% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.47% 0.92% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.14% 0.07% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.27% 0.76% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.15% 0.16% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 1.99% 5.89% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.51% 0.16% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.94% 0.96% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.19% 0.25% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.56% 0.67% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.03% 0.03% 

18 Steel Cans 0.90% 0.91% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.69% 0.45% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 7.25% 9.84% 

21 Batteries 0.02% 0.00% 

22 Sharps 0.04% 0.11% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.06% 0.04% 

24 Food waste 0.86% 0.51% 

25 Yard waste 0.05% 0.07% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 2.00% 0.40% 
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27 C&D waste 3.75% 1.06% 

28 Textiles and shoes 2.46% 0.72% 

29 PPE 0.04% 0.01% 

30 Tanglers 0.33% 1.22% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.17% 0.00% 

32 Other contaminants 0.73% 1.14% 

33 Bagged waste 1.38% 1.48% 

34 Bagged recyclables 4.88% 2.18% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Scio Township Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 3 3 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 430.99 436.42 

Target Material Rate 72.65% 90.32% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 27.35% 9.68% 

 

  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 18.70% 34.36% 

2 Mixed Paper 28.18% 26.21% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.61% 0.83% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 14.44% 3.67% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 3.07% 3.54% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.68% 1.14% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 1.08% 0.87% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.75% 1.70% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.24% 0.05% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.08% 1.41% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.19% 0.18% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 0.56% 4.13% 
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13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.33% 0.22% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.47% 1.39% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.47% 0.27% 

16 Aluminum Cans 0.89% 0.83% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.00% 0.05% 

18 Steel Cans 1.39% 1.46% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.38% 0.84% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 13.22% 13.57% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.00% 

22 Sharps 0.00% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.00% 0.05% 

24 Food waste 0.05% 0.05% 

25 Yard waste 0.00% 0.01% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.00% 0.00% 

27 C&D waste 0.00% 0.46% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.57% 0.54% 

29 PPE 0.00% 0.00% 

30 Tanglers 0.09% 0.00% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 1.23% 1.36% 

32 Other contaminants 2.26% 0.83% 

33 Bagged waste 0.38% 0.00% 

34 Bagged recyclables 6.68% 0.00% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Ypsilanti Township Audit Data 

Audit Date 
Pre-program (6/14/21-

6/18/21) 
Post-program (8/23/2021-

8/30/2021) 

Number of Samples 5 5 

Total Sample Weight (lbs) 697.92 716.86 

Target Material Rate 78.28% 93.72% 

Overall Contamination 
Rate 21.72% 6.28% 
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  Avg. % of Samples 

Code Material Description Targeted | Contaminant Audit 1 Audit 2 

1 Corrugated Cardboard 26.33% 33.67% 

2 Mixed Paper 29.38% 27.05% 

3 Aseptic and Cartons 0.47% 0.69% 

4 Non-recyclable or unacceptable paper 7.95% 1.49% 

5 PET Bottles and Jars 4.73% 7.33% 

6 Non-bottle PET containers 1.10% 1.61% 

7 Natural HDPE Bottles 1.62% 2.45% 

8 Colored HDPE Bottles 1.23% 1.94% 

9 Non-bottle HDPE Containers 0.26% 0.31% 

10 Polypropylene bottles and packaging 1.49% 1.24% 

11 Other small rigid packaging containers (#3- #7 minus polypropylene) 0.29% 0.23% 

12 Bulky rigid plastics 1.66% 2.63% 

13 Plastic bags and clean film 0.49% 0.18% 

14 Other Plastic Film/Flexibles 0.87% 0.97% 

15 Unacceptable rigid plastics 0.37% 0.30% 

16 Aluminum Cans 1.03% 1.51% 

17 Aluminum Foil and Trays 0.09% 0.03% 

18 Steel Cans 1.80% 1.95% 

19 Unacceptable metals 0.94% 0.36% 

20 Glass Bottles and Jars 6.80% 11.09% 

21 Batteries 0.00% 0.06% 

22 Sharps 0.00% 0.00% 

23 Hazardous/Special Waste 0.11% 0.00% 

24 Food waste 0.34% 0.00% 

25 Yard waste 0.06% 0.03% 

26 E-waste and small appliances 0.15% 1.12% 

27 C&D waste 0.94% 0.03% 

28 Textiles and shoes 0.34% 0.14% 

29 PPE 0.01% 0.00% 

30 Tanglers 1.35% 0.05% 

31 Non-Plastic bulky contaminants 0.00% 0.00% 

32 Other contaminants 2.36% 0.64% 

33 Bagged waste 0.95% 0.00% 
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34 Bagged recyclables 4.49% 0.90% 

 TOTALS: 100.00% 100.00% 

 

Hotline Call Data 

 

Municipality # of Calls 
Ann Arbor Township 27 

Scio Township 21 

Ypsilanti Township 72 

Pittsfield Township 39 

Dexter 4 

Saline 17 

City of Ypsilanti 32 

Other/ N/A 21 

Total 233 

 

Call Reason (simplified) # of Calls 
recyclable material question - not bags/film or 
glass 69 

plastic bag/bagged recyclables question 60 

glass recycling question 27 

schedule/cart/pickup question 36 

concern 12 

other question 29 

Total 233 
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